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Season's Greetings
A year has now passed, and what a year it has been. The
world has turned upside-down and so have our lives.
Perhaps it was a necessary though challenging pause that
our world needed, and something that we can learn from as
we move forward together.

Despite everything, we have worked very hard to connect
with you, to continue to help empower the weavers in the
communities of Cusco, and to ensure that they have an
income during this difficult time, while continuing to
revitalize our culture.

It has not been an easy job with all of the restrictions that we
have had - and still have - in Peru, but nothing will stop us
from continuing to work towards our vision and to bring a
little joy to our weaving partners.

We hope that these holidays are full of union, reciprocity,
and good health.

Cusi Saco
Mosqoy Peruvian Textiles Manager



a piece of Cusco with you
Beautiful handmade gifts that revitalize

culture and empower women

(1) CHULLO PAROBAMBA - traditional beanie/toque
(2) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, no. 2
(3) RANTIKUY - mini changepurse



(1) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, green (2) AWANA - hanging loom, small (3) K'INCHU - eyeglasses/mask-holder, black (4) CHALINA TINISQA - scarf,
red (5) ALPAQUITA - ch'aska (6) WACHALA - shoulder bag (7) QAMAÑA - tote bag (8) WARKUY - camera or bag strap, flowers (9) SURI TINISQA - wrist

warmers, no. 1

valuable textiles
made with effort, patience & care 



spreading love
around the world

for the holidays



colours
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that bring you joy

(1) LAMA - infinity scarf, grey
(2) CH'USAY - passport holder
(3) CHANIYOQ - wallet
(4) RANTIKUY - mini changepurse
(5) WARKUY -  camera or bag strap, animals



textures
that bring you warmth

Our scarves and shawls are handwoven
with alpaca fibre, which is guaranteed to

protect you from the cold

(1) LAMA - infinity scarf, red



(1) CHALINA P'ISTUNA - scarf natural, alpaca fibre
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clothes
that you can feel good about

All of our weavings are directly and fairly
traded, using natural fibres and dyes,

supporting local Quechua artisans

(1) CHALINA TINISQA - scarf natural dyed, alpaca fibre
(2) CHALINA HANKU - scarf natural, alpaca fibre
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designs
that make you smile

(1) CHULLO PITUKISKA - traditional beanie/toque
(2) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, red
(3) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, green
(4) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, no. 3
(5) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, no.  2
(6) SURI TINISQA - wrist warmers, no.  1
(7) ALPAQUITA - ch'aska



(1) CHUSI TINISQA - traditional shawl
(2) QATA - shawl natural dyed, alpaca fibre



gifts
that tell a story

(1) WACHALA - shoulder bag



(1) QAMAÑA - tote bag
(2) WARKUY - camera or bag strap, flowers



take careand take care of each other

K'inchu is our new eyeglasses holder that can be converted to a
mask holder. A cooler way to use your mask daily.

(1) K'INCHU - eyeglasses/mask-holder, green*
(2) K'INCHU - eyeglasses/mask-holder, red*
*Mask not included



MOSQOY PERUVIAN TEXTILES & LA-LA LANA



in collaboration with 
La-La Lana

Meet our alpaquitas from Cancha Cancha - Sebastiana, Q'ello,
and Ch'aska - created with a lot of love and dedication, in
collaboration with La-La Lana.

These alpaquitas are inspired by real live alpacas that are still
raised, sheared, and hand-spun in the community of Cancha
Cancha. With the support of Mosqoy, the Illariy Ch'aska Weaving
Association is now recuperating their diverse natural colours of
alpacas and traditional knowledge of alpaca breeding, both of
which are at risk of disappearing.

La-La Lana is a Cusco entrepreneurship created by Katy Gutierrez
in 2018. It started when she was eager to learn how to crochet
her son a doll. Little by little, her dolls became companions for
their adventures and known by many people around Cusco,
including Mosqoy. Katy has a lot in common with the artisans of
Cancha Cancha; she highly values   the art of knitting, knows that
it requires a lot of dedication, and sees it as a way to escape from
routine and generate income for her family.

This collaboration between La-La Lana and Mosqoy gave life to
the most beautiful alpaquitas, unique in their style and
handmade with organic alpaca fibre from Cancha Cancha. Each
alpaquita comes with its own name, short story about its origin,
and the weaver who raised it. Do not miss this unique
opportunity to have one at home or to purchase a gift for that
special kid in your life. They are Limited Edition.



. . . and much more at

www.etsy.com/MosqoyTextiles

Thank you to all of our partnering weaving associations in Cancha Cancha, Huaran, Parobamba, Pitukiska, and Amaru, 
for making these products come true. Also to the entire Mosqoy Peruvian Textiles team for their hard work.
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